MCBH FAMILY HOUSING DEPARTMENT APPLICATION PROCESS FLOW CHART
←
→
YES
NO
INTERESTED IN PPV HOUSING?
↓
↓
Service Member (SM) receives web/PCS orders to Hawaii.
Service Member (SM) receives web/PCS orders to Hawaii.
↓
↓
SM submits housing application, DD1746, Privacy Act Information
SM submits housing application, DD1746, and Orders to Family
Letter, Registered Sex Offender Policy Acknowledgement &
Housing Office (FHO) via USPS, email, FHO general mailbox, or fax.
Disclosure, Statement of Understanding, and Orders.
↓
FHO receives documents and sends SM a confirmation of
↓
Family Housing Office (FHO) receives all documents via USPS,
receipt/welcome email.
email, FHO general mailbox, or fax.
SM reports to unit, IPAC/Admin (for Navy) to obtain reporting
↓
Documents are reviewed for eligibility, priority status, grade
endorsement or command sponsorship letter and TLA office for
category, bedroom size, and control date.
briefing and counseling.
↓
↓
FHO sends SM a confirmation of receipt/welcome email.
SM reports to FHO with reporting endorsement/command
sponsorship letter to receive Off-Base Housing Services.
↓
SM reports to unit, IPAC/Admin(for Navy), and Temporary Lodging
↓
Allowance (TLA) Office for briefing and counseling.
If SM requires use of temporary loaner furniture, SM provides FHO
with a copy of off-base lease for issuance of CNA for TLA purposes
↓
SM reports to FHO for Check-In Brief, provide reporting
and Statement of Claim signed by the landlord.
endorsement, update dependency information, and
↓
acknowledgment of the Plain Language Brief (PLB) for PPV
FHO schedules an appointment for delivery of temporary loaner
furniture to SM’s address off-base.
↓
Completed housing application is referred to the PPV Partner for
↓
placement on the waitlist.
SM contacts FHO to schedule an appointment to pick-up temporary
loaner furniture because HHG’s have arrived on island. (END)
↓
PPV Partner contacts SM with an offer?
↓
↓
SM returns to FHO for Off-Base Housing Services, if needed. Otherwise, SM
NO
→
YES
provides PPV Partner with copy of off-base lease to remain on the waiting list;
↓
SM accepts the offer and returns to FHO for issuance of
selects a Neighborhood of Choice (NOC); and waits for PPV Partner to contact
Certificate of Non-Availabiity (CNA) for TLA purposes.
SM with final offer at least 30 days before lease ends. (END)
↓
↓
SM is housed. (END)
NO
YES
→
↓
PPV Partner makes 2nd and final offer. SM accepts the offer and returns to the FHO for issuance of Certificate of NonAvailability (CNA) for TLA purposes. Otherwise, if offer is declined, SM will be removed from the waitlist. (END)
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